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Breakthrough brain cancer treatment
moving forward at Cleveland State
University
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CLEVELAND - Brain cancer is a devastating disease, so lethal that two-thirds of the people diagnosed with it are dead within
five years.
Dr. Anthony Berdis, an associate professor of biology and chemistry at Cleveland State University, is working to change that.
Dr. Berdis has been working on trying to develop better treatment of devastating diseases for the better part of a decade.
He has developed a novel therapeutic agent that improves the effectiveness of temozolomide — the only FDA-approved drug for
treating brain cancer. The compound is designed to limit the spread of cancer cells.
“Thirty years ago, the goal really was to try to cure cancer. Realistically, the expectation now is to develop better treatments.
We’re just trying to make the quality of life better, extend the lifespan,” Dr. Berdis said.
The compound, which has been thus far tested on mice, will go through toxicity studies and then FDA-approval before clinical
trials can begin on human cancer patients in about three years.
The work is funded in part by the Department of Defense’s Medical Unit, which funds roughly two dozen research project areas.
It was recently published in the American Association for Cancer Research.
“The goal is to really to help the military personnel that are exposed and get these diseases. but clearly the information that
comes out from this research benefits everyone,” Dr. Berdis said. “So it’s a win-win.”
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Travel Channel visits restaurants in Cleveland
Clevelanders know all too well how good the city's eclectic food scene is, and now the rest of the country will see it, too.

Historic Cleveland church goes up for auction
Euclid Avenue between Playhouse Square and the Cleveland Clinic is pretty much a mix these days of commercial buildings, two dimensional nondescript structures that with their brick and 1970s facades, blend together for those traveling this stretch of road.

Shaker Heights leaders clash over tax levy
In a former schoolhouse filled with hundreds of books, it's hard to see how the next chapter starts for the Shaker Heights Public Library as the board
pushes for a 1.9-mill tax levy.

Office fielding CPD complaints falling short
The Cleveland Office of Professional Standards, which reviews and investigates citizen complaints made against the Cleveland Police Department, is
back in hot water. More problems plague OPS, says Cleveland Police Monitoring Team

Country's flu preparedness called into question
The nation's preparedness to handle a major flu outbreak or disaster is now being called into question.

Fraud flourishes in health care's complexity
Health care fraud is an estimated $60 billion business every year and two Cleveland-area doctors have been federally indicted for allegedly playing a
role in the illegal enterprise.
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